STEPP SLOPE: LIVE HEEL

LIVE HEEL FELLING or SHOVEL LOGGING BOOM:
Includes:
• 36’ overall reach
• Undermount live heel boom configuration
• Plumbed for felling head or Pierce forestry grapple
• Through-the-nose or traditional grapple plumbing
• Internal main boom and stick plumbing
• 4 Pierce cylinders (2 hoists, 1 stick, 1 heel)
• Stick cylinder guard
• Light guards (2) on stick
• Centralized lubrication
• Parflanged hydraulic plumbing
• Anti-drift valve
• Includes auxiliary plumbing for directional felling head

OPTIONAL:
• Hoist cylinder guard
• 2 LED lights installed on stick
• Pierce TC Forestry Grapple
• Quick change option between felling head & forestry grapple
• Deduct for OEM cylinders

STEPP SLOPE: DIRECTIONAL FELLING

DIRECTIONAL FELLING BOOM:
Includes:
• 33’ overall reach
• 2-piece boom configuration
• Droop nose
• Plumbed for felling head
• Internal main boom and stick plumbing
• 3 cylinders (2 hoist, 1 stick)
• Stick cylinder guard
• Light guard underneath stick
• Centralized lubrication
• Parflanged hydraulic plumbing
• Anti-drift valve
• Includes auxiliary plumbing for directional felling head

OPTIONAL:
• Hoist cylinder guard
• 2 LED lights installed on stick
• Deduct for OEM cylinders
100% GRAPPLE. 100% PROCESSOR.

What if you could combine the versatility of a grapple and the functionality of a processor into one amazing purpose-built work tool? The GP hangs like a grapple with 360° continuous rotation, 53.5" arm opening and full measuring and processing capabilities.

That’s the revolutionary Pierce Grapple Processor – the perfect single tool for your steep slope operation.
PIERCE YARDING PACKAGES:
QUALITY WITHOUT
COMPROMISE.

Pierce yarding packages are built to work with loaders and excavators, without compromising the primary functionality and performance of your machine. More economical than a traditional dedicated yarder, our yarding packages offer you more flexibility for less investment. They’re ideal as your steep slope cabled machine…everything from shotgun (uphill) and highlead (downhill) log retrieval in large second growth timber, to thinning applications and picking corners. And with a smaller machine profile than most dedicated yarders, Pierce yarding packages make it easy for you to avoid excessive transportation costs, while saving on fuel and maintenance.